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Overview

- AGSU Class B Composition
- Tropical and Class B Dress Variation
- Insignia & Accoutrements
Introduction

These slides accompany the ALARACT on the update for the optional wear of insignia and accoutrements on the AGSU Class B. This is not Policy, just a general overview/guide to the updated wear of the AGSU Class B. Please refer to ALARACT for specific guidance and utilize DA PAM 670-1 (26 JAN 2021) for specifics on authorized items and composition of the uniform.

AR and DA PAM 670-1 dated 26 January 2021 currently does not authorize insignia or accoutrements worn on the AGSU Class B.
AGSU Class B Composition

The AGSU Class B/Tropical Dress variation is comprised of:

- Heritage taupe 565 trousers (male)/slacks (female)
- Heritage tan 566 short of long sleeve shirt
- Heritage green four-in-hand necktie for both male and female Soldiers (the necktie is optional for the short sleeve shirt – mandatory with the long sleeve shirt)
- Heritage green garrison cap (Service Cap is optional)
- Heritage walnut 567 web belt, with brass oxidized tip/brass buckle
- Heritage walnut socks
- Heritage walnut 567 oxford leather shoes. Female Soldiers have the option of wearing the skirt and pumps with the Class B, as well as wear pumps with slacks.
- No Nameplate is authorized to be worn

As an option, Soldiers may wear brown combat leather boot with AGSU. Only Soldiers authorized to wear the tan, green, or maroon berets. When worn, the trousers or slacks are bloused (tucked-in or by the use of blousing rubbers or bands). When trousers or slacks are bloused, personnel will not wrap them around the leg so tightly so as to present a pegged appearance.
AGSU Tropical Dress Variation

- The AGSU Tropical Dress variation (Class B with ribbons) is an equivalent Class A or Dress variation for hot weather.
- It serves as appropriate wear for parades, ceremonies, reviews (when special honors are being paid), and official visits of foreign dignitaries.
- The uniform is intended for seasonal hot weather wear; local commanders will determine the conditions for wear of this uniform.
AGSU Class B Variation

- Soldiers wearing the AGSU Class B have the option of wearing insignia and accoutrements.
- When worn it will be worn in the same manner as the tropical dress variation.

*Without insignia and accoutrements  
*With insignia and accoutrements

**Both variations are authorized**
Male Insignia and Accoutrements Measurements

Regimental Distinctive Insignia (RDI). Male Soldiers will wear the RDI a ¼ inch above the wearer's right pocket flap.

Ribbons. Male Soldiers may wear no more than two rows of ribbons consisting of six ribbons total. They will be placed ¼ inch above the wearer's left pocket flap. Selected ribbons must be worn in order of precedence.

Combat and special skill badges and tabs. Soldiers will only wear 1 combat or special skill badge or metal tab replica. For all Soldiers, the badge will be worn ¼ inch centered above the ribbons. When worn below the ribbons, male Soldiers wear the badge or metal tab replica centered horizontally on the left breast pocket flap with the upper portion of the badge/tab approximately ⅛ inch below the top of the pocket.
Female Insignia and Accoutrements Measurements

Female Soldiers will place the RDI on the wearer’s right side of the shirt two inches below the right collar tip and two inches to the right of the necktie. When necktie is not worn the placement will be approximately three inches from the second button centered according to body type and will be parallel (flush) with the bottom of the ribbons.

Female Soldiers may wear no more than two rows of ribbons consisting of six ribbons total and will be placed two inches below left collar tip centered on the body. The bottom of the ribbons will be parallel (flush) to the bottom of the RDI. Selected ribbons must be worn in order of precedence.

Combat and special skill badges and tabs. Soldiers will only wear 1 combat or special skill badge or metal tab replica. For all Soldiers, the badge will be worn ¼ inch centered above the ribbons. Female Soldiers wear the badge or metal tab replica centered horizontally on the wearer’s left with the upper portion of the badge/tab ¼ inch below the ribbon bar equally spaced under the ribbon bar.
Authorized Insignia and Accoutrements

**The above Images are not all encompassing. This is to provide an overview of authorized items on the AGSU Class B and Tropical variations**
Questions or Concerns

SGM Brian Sanders: brian.c.sanders.mil@mail.mil
MSG Quintana Mitchell: quintana.d.mitchell.mil@mail.mil